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Subject: Views on the Consultation document: Regulation of Advanced Therapy Products

Dear Sir/ Madam,
  
 
with refer to the consultation document on regulation of advanced therapy products, we have the 
following views to share with you, hope you look into the matter and taken them into consideration.

1. A clear guideline on Clinical trial of Advance Therapy Cell product should be given before 
implementation of the regulation.

2. A clear guideline on GMP for Advance Therapy Cell product should be given before 
implementation of the regulation

3. A clear guideline on the key personnel requirement, including the Authorized person, Quality 
control manager and production manager should be given.

4. For Authorized personnel, since in current HK environmental, there is no such a personnel 
that fulfills all the requirement: have GMP experience, be a registered AP, be a pharmacist  
and have cell therapy experience. Can DH release the criteria for existing AP, like 
commitment on acquiring related knowledgement within a certain period of time. This is 
applicable to the QCM and PDM.

5. A roadmap should be provided and with regular meeting with the industry before formal 
implementation since this is a very new industry, and professional personnel needs to acquire 
and understanding the regulation requirements. Also Department of Health needs to 
understand the difficulties facing by the industry and provide suitable guidance.

6. For research cases from university, any relaxation on the policy?
7. Say at very early stage, can we do without GMP license?
8. Any guidelines for facility requirement for-    Collection-    Processing-    Administration of 

Advance Therapy Cell product
9. The following processing should be considering as low risk: 

1. culture of cell for banking only
2. Products from Cell culture that do not exceed 10 passages

10. Period of time should be provided for the regulation to be run smoothly before formal 
implementation.

11. Provide a training course to key personnel or provide a list of recognize training to the key 
personnel.

 
Thanks,

Sandy Wang 
Quality Control Director
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